


Developments With the Gills
Charles Dailey

We support Sam and Brittany Gill each month from the
church treasury as well as private gifts that go directly from
individuals to assist in their project to spread the Message of
Christ is populous Pakistan. They live in Lahore.

With temperatures hovering around 114⁰, they have, in the
past installed air conditioning in two rooms. However, the
cost of operation has been very high, so they wondered
about installing a solar system to lower the costs
dramatically. Also, the electricity is frequently shut off
without warning. The idea took hold among their supporters
and so a system has been purchased and should be installed
very soon. In that part of the world, one pays cash first and
then the installing takes place.

Brittany is close to delivering their fourth daughter. I woke
up Thursday night with Brittany on my mind, so I prayed for
her safety and that of the baby. God takes calls 24 hours
each day.

The translation of Dr. Jack Cottrell’s book The Faith Once for
All Delivered is underway with the primary work being done
by a Muslim gentleman in Lahore. We are praying for him to
turn to Christ because of what he sees in God’s Word. Dr.
Cottrell, who lives in Kentucky, is on palliative care and may
not last until the translation work is finished. Naturally, that
will not affect the translation work.
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equipping every member to serve and build up one another and to

lead people into a saving and enriching relationship with Jesus Christ.
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The Lord’s Supper is served as a reminder of God’s grace.

PRAYER LIST ITEMS:



-- Jerri Hastingswhile she undergoes radiation for lung
cancer.
-- Nina Hall has received the go-ahead for hip surgery on
July 22 (or earlier).

OUR FUTURE IS UNCERTAIN TO US,
BUT GODWILL GUIDE HIS PEOPLE

There is little dispute that life is changing fast.This writer
wants his world to stay the same so he knows what to do,
but it’s not happening. Even my computer changes itself.
The whole world is facing a food shortage that will spell
starvation for some, especially the very poor. Groceries
will become unavailable at the stores. It’s time to make
friends with a farmer.
Much of the world is facing a financial collapse. Signs can
be seen in the inflation that nearly all countries are
experiencing.
At the very end of the New Testament era, God had
scheduled a total destruction for the Jerusalem that had
crucified His Son. But there were many believers in
Jerusalem. By giving explicit instruction on when to move
out of town, He saved every one of them. He can intervene
in any disaster to save His people if He chooses to. And if
He chooses not to save His people, He has a wonderful
alternative.




